
As our Year 10 Enlightenment project we as a group along with Prof Corsini are 
working on Flipping the Classroom to facilitate new technologies, learning styles and 
social lives of the 21st Century. This method includes completing all content work at 
home and being able to apply this to lessons in school where the teacher will be 
focusing on doing skills such as speaking and writing to enhance the way we learn 
languages. 

Day 1
Following the official launch of Enlightenment 2011 and a prior meeting with Prof. 
Corsini, commencement of a brainstorm of ideas on what and how we should be 
taught in our classrooms, with particular focus on learning languages.

Concepts Brainstormed:
"DO WE NEED TEXTBOOKS?"

YES NO

Personal learning styles
Reliable
Easier to learn/highlight
Tactile- types of learning
Medical issues- eyes from computer 
screens
iPads and other forms of technology could be 
a distraction

Environmental factors
Out of date, E-books/PDFs can be 
updated
Less weight in bags
Greater access to multimedia e.g. 
videos, which can be used more easily 
through technology- therefore catering 
for visual learners
Medical issues- back from weight
Versatile
Only one source

COMMENTS: iPads-as an alternate source to laptops or textbooks- more versatile for 
various types of learning, PDFs/CDs- of textbooks, ipads/kindles

"IF IT CAN BE FOUND ON GOOGLE SHOULD IT BE TAUGHT?"

YES NO

Verbal understanding- the verbal 
communication and interaction allows 
information to sink in better than if it 
were just read off the internet
Able to ask questions
More trustworthy source- teachers
Equal/fair resources, information and 
accessibility for all students
More effective communication of ideas
Speaking/oral tasks/skills
Interaction
To reinforce the idea in the classroom 
as well as online
Easier to explain/understand it in person
Personalised learning and learning 
styles
Google is such a vast resource- we can 
find everything on google, therefore it is 
difficult to refine what content should be 
learned
Some unreliable sources like wikipedia
Technical issues
Better interpretation + explanation in the 
classroom
There is a difference when being "taught" 
information compared to just reading it. Being 
taught the information, regardless of it being 
available on Google or not, allows interaction 
and interpretation, and the ability for each 
student to be catered for individually.

Waste of time to teach content already 
available- time management- could be 
learning other things
Does not encourage group work/
interactions
More time for group discussions and 
other activities that allow learning which 
cannot occur by reading information 
found on Google
Introduction to technology + 21st 
century
Easy to catch up on work
Allows for free learning- on the go 
learning
Could be taught harder topics that google 
may not breach- discussions, valuable for 
learning and information that sinks in
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"WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR LANGUAGES?"
("If it can be found on google, should it be taught?")
• Get the basics of the language first first
• Google translate etc isn't always good- not learning
• Spending lesson time in discussion and utilising skills= better for more 

advanced learners of the language
• You need more guidance for beginners by a teacher- regardless of if it can be 

found on google
• Students need to be told where to look in Google-  time management and 

refined learning
• To understand the language on google you have to learn the language first

"CAN STUDENTS TEACH THEMSELVES?"

YES NO

Becoming independent learners
If absent we teach ourselves so we 
don't miss out on essential 
curriculum content
Making lesson plans to teach peers
Feeling of satisfaction once you 
figure something out for yourself
May promote discussion among peers 
which may be beneficial for their 
learning and expression of opinion

There is a need for support and 
guidance
Asking questions and interaction 
with a teacher essential for learning
Don't know what we have to learn: 
if our learning is mostly curriculum 
based
Comfort about having a teacher there 
for support

Final Comments: 
As the Italian Group our main objective is to produce an online resource using tools, 
including the Intranet, Google Sites, Dropbox and Skype that will break down barriers 
such as distance in student learning of the Italian Language- where connections will be 
accessible for students from MLC Italian class and Italy to engage in discussion and 
mentoring, and learning will be taken beyond the classroom. (We are also refining our 
brainstorm ideas and are considering producing an App that will cater for 21st century 
learners).

Day 2
Today, the Italian group primarily worked with Prof. Corsini about student led and 
negotiated online learning where the classroom has essentially been 'flipped'. We have 

also considered the issues with bringing the classroom online and into each students 
homes in order to learn the content. The issues we gathered were mainly concerned 
with interaction between the students and teacher. We then formulated solutions for 
these issues that we are able to implement on the online Italian unit.

Teacher Comment:
“It was very important for me as a teacher to hear about your concerns regarding 
content at home, more specifically about your need to ask questions about the content 
BEFORE the next face to face lesson. Your solution of a discussion forum was very 
interesting. Perhaps the use of stickies would work: I visualise students typing a 
question on a stickie and "sticking" it right next to the section they are confused about. 
I wonder if you can make an audio stickie? So a student writes a question on the 
stickie for all to see, and another student records her voice giving the explanation. Is 
there such a thing as this? Perhaps even a link would do. This would be a better tool 
than voxopop for our ‘Einstein tasks’.”

Conclusions: (questions answered from yesterday)
If it can be found on google, should it be taught?
- YES, it must still be taught as it is a different emphasis
- The work still must come from the teacher
- We will never know it it's reliable of not
- Teacher must create something for you
- Need guidance
- Focusing on skills rather than content

Do we need textbooks?
- iPad is easier to manipulate
- More tactile than laptops

New Topics Raised: 
Focus on skills rather than content?
- Finding easier ways to absorb information in a way that's interesting and coping with 
work loads
- Need to have sessions to go over content in order to develop skills
- Important to apply knowledge of content to develop skills rather than revising content
- Use online resources to apply knowledge through mentoring italian students and 
completing exercises



How to learn skills when you don't understand?
- Videos of teacher explanations
- In class sessions
- Online activities
- Writing or reading tasks on your own or with partner with teacher helping those who 
need help (more one on one)
- Going at your own pace
- Active classroom

How is flipping the classroom going to work?
- Guided content at home online where you can skip or revise certain topics
Issues raised with 'flipping' the classroom:
- More content that at school, although there is no opportunity to ask questions
- No immediate interaction with teachers and other students is the main issue of 
guided content online at home
- Is not personalised enough
- How long will we spend on the unit online?
- Technology is sometimes unreliable
- Proof that work is completed
- It is messy having 2 different sites
- Issue of textbook and bringing it to school
Solutions for the issues raised with 'flipping' the classroom:
- Archived forum on each topic in the syllabus where students are able to look through 
past content and ask questions to their teacher and peers
- Forum with RSS feed to connect with an e-mail where we are notified about new 
additions to certain forums
- Having a time frame set out by the teacher prior to the completion of the task in order 
to implement time management skills
- Have a timeline before each class in order to complete the tasks before the deadline
- Upload our work on our google site in order for teacher to check that we have 
completed the task
- Student negotiated learning - google site allows us to manipulate it as it is our 
personal site
- Adding links or copy and pasting information onto your personal google site
- Scan textbook onto a pdf in order to have it on your laptop/iPad with 
(www.issue.com)
- Must test the online unit and google site compatibility before the syllabus starts
- Teacher could be available on Skype after school at an allocated time
- Then you can complete tasks such as drilling tasks where you memorise topics
- Class time tasks - tasks that require skills - writing and speaking either together or 
individually with teacher assistance (skills require guidance)

Pros and Cons of the Pangaea:

PROS CONS

Content is easy to find
Contains all content
Content explained well
Separated between on campus and off 
campus
Chats are there - needs to be changed 
and organised into topics
Accessibility 

 Unorganised look
Aesthetically unpleasing - better colour scheme 
better formatting
No time frame: contents page with time frame
Tasks hard to find - tasks tab on the side or to 
do list on the left
Technological issues - if the computer/
technology or server crashes, we are not able to 
complete any work

Working on the Google Site: 
We started to critique the google website and  created solutions as to how to make it 
more aesthetically pleasing.
What makes something aesthetically pleasing?
• Colour
• Images --> distraction at times
• Font/size
• Margins
• Structure
• Easy access
• Infinite scrolling vs. separate windows vs. set out
• Content per page - avoid clutter
• Visual learning styles
• Visual aids
• Theme

What are the pros and cons of online sites?

PROS CONS

Multimedia
Easy access
Personalisation
Aesthetics
Structured
Able to be manipulated
More manageable - all info in 1 place
Technologically advanced
Ability to create networks with others

Interaction is limited to discussion forums (may 
also be a pro)
How it caters for different learning styles (may 
also be a pro) - e.g. visual learner, preferrers to 
gather information in a hardcopy format
Reliability
Distractions

http://www.issue.com
http://www.issue.com


Aesthetics of Google site:
* the ideas bolded are varied per unit
- Consistency - theme and font should be consistent
- Inconsistency in colours throughout the theme depending on the topics in order to 
differentiate topics from one another
- No irrelevant content
- Colour - neutral, no yellow or orange
- Ability to tag key words for easy finds
- Spacing - no clutter
- Scrolling - no infinite scrolling
- Visual aids - available and relevant, multimedia - videos, images
- Navigation
- Font - clean, easy to read - size, distinction between headings + content - 
consistency throughout the whole site
- Resource site
- Units - change in colour
- Integration
- Amount of content per page - number of units, amount of images + videos
- Subtopics in topics units
- Personal ban

Interesting Article on Assessment:

Final Comments: 
As a team, we have decided that in order to improve communication with peers and 
teachers online in regards to 'flipping the classroom' a forum on the bluesheet for each 
individual topic must be implemented that can be archived and accessed by all 
students (must include an RSS feed). We have considered improving the aesthetic 
qualities of the Italian pangaea site by exploring Google sites and how we are able to 
export units and information into Google sites.

Day 3
Today our group split into three smaller groups to work on different aspects of our 
ideas. One group (Alexa & Rosalinda) focused on the creation of a website on a 
program called "Word Press" and were quite sucessful. All the previous content that 
was on the pangea was moved over to the new website created (https://
ibitalianabinitio.wordpress.com/). (The generic username is: ibitalianclass and the 
password is ibclasssite)  Although various diffculties were encounted at first they were 
quickly overcome. We then began to look into file sharing that could be incorporated 

into the site as well as commenting and tagging aspects that would help catorgorise 
the site. The other group (Samantha & Ophelia) worked on using a Googlesite for 
similar purposes. Their progress can be seen on (https://sites.google.com/site/
italianibabinitio/home)They also worked on trying to bring the interaction and 
discussion of a traditional classroom onine by using voice thread and other software. 
The final step was to create a discussion on the google site for interaction between 
classmates and teachers.

Day 4
Today our small separate groups further developed our concepts and ideas for 
negotiated learning for Italian in the form of a website as well as how learning in this 
way can benefit other languages at MLC too.

Working on the Google Site:
The google site created (https://sites.google.com/site/italianibabinitio/home) consists of 
a Home Page, a discussion forum, an Italian announcements section which users can 
subscribe to and receive emails of announcements.

The following programs and applications have been experimented with today for the 
google site:

- Orkut- used for discussions and sharing images with people
- Webnotes (Annotate)- where you can place sticky notes with a question on the site 
that everyone can see and answer
- Deego
- Sharpra
- Google gadgets
- iGoogle

Some of the problems that will have to be fixed in the following few days is:
- Finding a way to make a dropdown bar with text
- How to make voice recording discussions so all users can share questions
- Tried to upload youtube video it failed at school (internet usage?)

https://ibitalianabinitio.wordpress.com/
https://ibitalianabinitio.wordpress.com/
https://ibitalianabinitio.wordpress.com/
https://ibitalianabinitio.wordpress.com/
https://sites.google.com/site/italianibabinitio/home)They
https://sites.google.com/site/italianibabinitio/home)They
https://sites.google.com/site/italianibabinitio/home)They
https://sites.google.com/site/italianibabinitio/home)They
https://sites.google.com/site/italianibabinitio/home
https://sites.google.com/site/italianibabinitio/home


Working on the Wordpress Site: 
The wordpress site our group (Rosalinda and Alexa) created (as well as the Google 
site) has been created sequentially. In terms of the colour principle Ms Corsini 
recommended we only work with two strong colours. Like the google site they found 
the toolbar Webnotes/Annotate where users can post sticky notes of questions and 
answers. They are in the process of creating a comment bank of FAQs and comments 
about the site so we can receive student feedback about their learning.

Teacher Comments: Ms Corsini suggested that the sight be more 
user friendly and at the moment it is visually confusing because you can't see the 
various units in the subject and there are too many links- student's don't like opening 
too many links. It would also be useful to get student feedback on the page itself, 
rather than just questions about the content. Eg. "The video wasn't very clear" or 
"There is too much info on this page, I find it confusing".

Day 4

Types of Learning:
Negotiating Learning for Languages
The aim of negotiated learning is to provide language learners with more collaboration, 
choice, personalised learning and convenience.



Blended Learning:

Mobile Learning

Definition of Mobile Learning- Any sort of learning that happens when the learner is not 
at a fixed, predetermined location, or learning that happens when the learner takes 
advantage of the learning opportunities offered by mobile technologies. (Sourced from 
Wikipedia)
Examples of Technologies Used for Mobile Learning:
• Handheld computers
• Mp3 Players
• Kindles
• iPad
• Tablet

PROS CONS

Can be used for various activities in language 
learning
Collaborates with E-Learning

Battery life
Connectivity
Screen/Key Size
Distractions
Lack of face-to-face interaction

E-Learning
E Learning consists of all forms of teaching and learning that are electronically 
supported.
Content can be shared from teacher to students (vice versa) through the Internet, 
intranet, USB, etc.

PROS CONS

More multimedia forms can be used such as 
animation, text, image, streaming videos and 
audio podcasts. 
Can be used for various activities in language 
learning
Collaborates with E-Learning

Lack of face-to-face interaction

Inspired by the 60 second adventures shown on iTunesU Ashleigh is creating a short 
animated guide to studying languages via negotiated learning with the gathered notes 
from above.

Teacher Comments: 
• Have a look at C.R.A.P presentation on design principles by Lisa Dawley. 

Your online unit needs to look good and be very user friendly.
• Need to make a decision: wordpress or google sites for the online unit?
• Discussed the possibility of students helping teachers with wordpress 

webpage as part of their CAS. Students would develop their creativity 
and technical students and teachers would be more inclined to use 
online learning.

Day 5
As soon as our group met up in the boardroom, we created a to-do list. This list 
includes as a group choosing between the two different sites that we have been 
working on - word press and google sites. To work out which site would be more 
beneficial, we discussed and created a pros and cons list and weighted out which 
would suit the classroom environment more. To do this, both groups prepared their 
websites and sought out creating a discussion board and also experimenting with 
'stickies'. Along with the decision regarding which website to choose, we also tried to 
see if we could integrate voicethread into the website. 



Deciding which site to use:
WORDPRESS GOOGLE SITE

PROS
1. Aesthetically pleasing: 
compressed, together, user-
friendly.
2. A header which has separate 
tabs that could be used for 
discussion and links
3. Instantly play movies off the 
site (No need to download)
4. Hyperlink is very easy to put 
together.

1. Able to upload documents
2. Direct connection with 
individual GoogleSite
3. Able to achieve navigation on 
infinitely scrolling pages - 
contents. 

CONS 1. Uploading/Sharing Issue. 
Does not allow viewers to 
upload documents, although 
managers can
2. Voicethread isn’t compatible

1. Difficult to upload multimedia
2. Voicethread isn’t compatible
3. Have to download videos to 
view and discussion may not be 
possible.

We also researched C.R.A.P Design which can be found here: http://
www.slideshare.net/lisadawley/crap-design?from=ss_embed This gave us a good 
insight to what makes a website works and what doesn't.
Other research included:
http://posterous.com Discussions Upload multimedia documents
http://webnotes.net to create stickies 

After recess our group met up with Ms Corsini to discuss our pro and cons list and 
ultimately decided to use wordpress as the main website to display all of our content. 
We also started experimenting with posterous, this is a multimedia/chat/discussion 
website but unfortunately it wasn't working very well as it had technical troubles of 
uploading documents. If we can get this to work it would solve a lot of problems as the 
main issue at the moment is having discussions that involves voice. We also 
collaborated and our group (Alexa & Rosalinda) added Samantha, Ophelia and 
Ashleigh to the wordpress website so they could also adjust changes and work on 
creating a smaller contents page. Using the C.R.A.P Design principles that we 
watched in 1a & 1b we started changing the alignment on the page. 

Teacher Comments:
• Now need to get some students to trial the webiste and give you some 

feedback. Use this feedback to make further improvements to your 
wordpress site.

• Viewed Ashley's presentation and shared my power point presentation 
slides of "Content at home, skills in the classroom: online tools to support 
learning in the google era" with her. We feel students need to understand 
the concept before the course starts.

Survey:
Our group decided to interview some of the other students studying Italian AB Initio 
next year to discover if they like the website. Therefore we created a survey that would 
sum up all of our inquiries:

1. Do you think think the banner is motivating for learning? Y/N
2. Is the site easy to use/navigate through?
3. Rate the sites aesthetics from 1-10.
4. Do you prefer this site for learning instead of the pangea learning units?
5. Would you use this website?
6. On a scale of 1-10, rate how well this site functions as an educational 

resource?
7. Would you prefer to answer questions by other students using chat or 

voice?
8. Would you use voice thread to answer questions?
9. Do you think the “sticky notes” are effective
10. Do you think using twitter for learning discussions/announcements would 

be effective?
11. Propose 2 colours that you would work well to create a more 

aesthetically pleasing work environment.
12. Do you think the site caters for your learning styles? How so, and if not, 

how can it be improved?
13. Would you prefer the unit content on one page or separated through 

hyperlinks?
14. Do you mind having to load new pages to access site content -> Would 

you prefer the information to be on one page and scrolling?
15. Would you feel motivated to learn on this site?
16. Can you suggest any ways to improve this site?

http://www.slideshare.net/lisadawley/crap-design?from=ss_embed
http://www.slideshare.net/lisadawley/crap-design?from=ss_embed
http://www.slideshare.net/lisadawley/crap-design?from=ss_embed
http://www.slideshare.net/lisadawley/crap-design?from=ss_embed
http://posterous.com/
http://posterous.com/
http://webnotes.net/
http://webnotes.net/


The general consensus is that the colour scheme is good, the stickies is a great idea 
and improvements involving trying to incorporate voice thread which we are still 
working on. On Monday our group will interview more people and collaborate and 
collate our information together and work on what to improve on next.

Day 6
Teacher Comments:
• How to overcome hyperlink problem. I feel there still needs to be a 

contents bar outlining the main linguistic features introduced in the page. 
(APPLE FIND could be part of the solution, as suggested by Rosalinda). 
Does Mr Humberstone have a solution to this?

• Discussed presentation with Ophelia  - perhaps use colour to highlight 
main language in sentences so it stands out

• Discussed the feedback to the survey

• Alexa and Rosalinda - great idea to have a document or presentation to 
explain all the technical things students need to know for our course. 
Should have it as first page of the wordpress doc.

What has been achieved: 
After channeling the potential pros and cons of Googlesite and Wordpress, we decided 
to use Wordpress as the website that will hold the content for Italian 
students. Interviews performed on future IB italian students to gain information on what 
can be improved on the website.

Improvements to final Wordpress Site:
Working to make improvements on the Wordpress website based on the C.R.A.P 
aesthetics presentation (see above link in wiki), available survey results from potential 
users and our own judgement to provide a resource that has the function and 
aesthetics most suited to motivate independent/negotiated learning.

Improvements include:
Contents page: for easier navigation (hyperlinked)
eliminating the need to open new web pages or for infinite scrolling
Adding new content to units
Alignment, spacing, size and headings
Colour scheme on headings
Finding a more suitable way to create group discussions through chat, voice and video 
that can be archived- for questions on site content (more effective ways- stickies, 
Skype, posterous.com)

Discussion on where to go from here: what still needs to be done to improve the site's 
aesthetics and navigation qualities. 
Continued work on improvement on the site, creation of PREZI (see top of wiki).

Day 7
Today, most members of the Italian group invested their time into perfecting the 
aesthetics of the wordpress unit, whilst Rosalinda and Alexa fabricated a 'how to guide' 
for students participating in IB Italian Ab Initio on how the new Italian unit funcitons. 
Below, is a Prezi I have created that documents the progress of todays work.

Day 7 wiki on Prezi

http://prezi.com/rsalgnqkd0ds/day-7-wiki/
http://prezi.com/rsalgnqkd0ds/day-7-wiki/
http://prezi.com/
http://prezi.com/


Teacher Comments:
• Sam please "tidy up" the google site and make it ready for  cloning.
• Ashley please upload your cartoon to the main page of the Italian 

wordpress site (important for students to understand the theory behind 
this new way of learning)

• Ashley: let's tidy yp the collaboration corner in the google site. Problem 
with collaborative vocab lists: they are not all ready so we need to find a 
way for me to update them once the goolge site is cloned. Solution: a 
google doc with links to vocab google docs!

• Ophelia: email Mr Humberstone to work out  way to create hyperlinks in 
wordpress as I feel this is essential.Also remember to re-create the 
contents menu for every page.

• ROsalinda and Alexa: please upload your "techie help" document to the 
main page of the wordpress site.

Day 8
Today we began by creating our voice thread that we put onto the site so that the rest 
of the year and school community could view it and comment on it. We had a few 
disruptions to the day and could not get done as much as we wanted to, although we 
managed to discuss the things that we would like to include in our presentation briefly. 
The contents page on the wordpress site and the google site were both fixed and 
improved to make them both ready to be presented on Friday. 

Teacher Comments: 
I have a new challenge for you today, once you've finished your other tasks. I have 
emailed you my next unit in a word doc. You need to put it onto wordpress, thinking 
carefully about colour, spacing, tables etc. However, the main challenge is to find a 
new way to explain the grammatical concepts - ie not a video of me and my laptop. 
What other engaging and effective tool could we use to present grammatical 
concepts?
Your challenges are gradually getting harder and will require more and more creativity. 
Our next project will be creating a unit together from scratch! Ie. We will think of how to 
present, how to explain and what tasks to do TOGETHER.

Day 9
Deciding what to include in our final 
presentation: 
Wordpress Site (also Web Notes App) 
Individual Google Site
Negotiated Learning Short Movie
Instruction Document 
Overall Prezzi Presentation
Documented Learning Portfolio
Youtube Channel

Day 10
Today is our final enlightenment day! We have made such great progress as a group 
throughout the two weeks and have accomplished much more than we ever thought 
we would. Our group managed to create an website that incorporated the guidelines 
that we set out at the beginning that can be a practical component of the IB course 
next year. We are all very proud to say that this project will not stop once 
enlightenment ceases, we have all discussed the maintenance of the sites and have 
come to the conclusion that we, along with Prof. Corsini and possibly other people in 
the class will make it our responsibility to maintain and develop the content that will be 
uploaded onto the site. This we benefit both the student as we are able to use it as a 
long-term project commitment for CAS as well as the teacher as this new method of 
Flipping the Classroom is truly a revolutionary way of teaching. 

Alexa Bouletos, Samantha Panos, Ophelia Phu, Rosalinda 

Raiti & Ashleigh Vrajal
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